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SUMMARY. 
I. FOEHN WINDS OF SOUTHRRN CALIFORNIA. 
An investigation of the hot, dry and dust laden winds 
occurring in the late fall and early winter in the Los Angeles 
Basin and attributed in the past to the influences of the desert 
regions to the north revealed that these currents were of a 
foehn nature. Their properties were found to be entirely due 
to dynamical heating produced in the descent from the high level 
areas in the interior to the lower Los Angeles Basin. Any dust 
associated with the phenomenon was found to be acquired from the 
Los Angeles area rather than transported fr om the desert. It was 
found that the frequency of occurrence of a mtld type foehn of this 
nature during this season was sufficient to warrant its classif-
ication as a winter monsoon. This results from the topography of 
the Los Angeles region which allows an easy entrance to the air 
from the interior by virtue of the low level mountain passes north 
of the area . This monsoon provides the mild winter climate of 
southern California since temperatures associated with the foehn 
currents are far higher t han those experienced when maritime air 
from the adjacent Pacific Ocean occupies the region. 
II. FOEHN WIND CYCLQ-GENESIS . 
Intense anticyclones frequently build up over the high level 
regiomof the ~eat Basin and Columbi a Plateau which lie between 
the Sierra Nevada and Cascade Mountains to the west and the Rocky 
Mountains to the east . The outflow from these anticyclones pro-
duce extensive foehns east of the Rockies in the comparatively low 
level areas of the middle west and the Canadian provinces of 
Alberta and pas~hewanK Normally at this season of the year very 
cold polar continental air masses are present over this territory 
and with the occurrence of these foehns marked discontinuity sur-
faces arise between the warm foehn current,which is obliged to 
slid~over a colder mass, and the Pc a~ to th~ east . Cyclones are 
easily produced from this phenomenon and take the form of unstable 
waves which propagate along the discontinuity surface between the 
two dissimilar masses. A continual series of such c yclones was 
found to occur as long as the Great Basin anticyclone is maintained 
with undiminished intensity. 
III. WEATHER CONDITIONS ASSOCIATED WITH THE AKRON DISASTER. 
This situation illustrates the speedy development and 
propagation of young disturbances in the eastern United States 
during the spring of the year under the influence of the condition-
ally unstable tropical maritime air masses which characterise the 
region. It also furnishes an excellent example of the superiority 
of air mass and frontal methods of weather prediction for aircraft 
operation over the older methods based upon pressur e distribution. 
IV. THE LOS ANGELES STORM OF DECEMBER 30. 1933 TO J ANUARY 1. 1934. 
This discussion points out some of the fundamental interactions 
occurring between air masses of the North Pacific Ocean in connec-
tion w.tth Pacific Coast storms and the value of topographic and 
aerological considerations in predicting them. Estimates of rainfaU 
intensity and duration from analyses of this t ype may be made and 
would prove very valuable in the Los Angeles area in connection with 
flood control problems. 
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FOEHN \'VINDS OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA. 
By 
Ining P. Krick, 
California I nstitute of qechno lo~yI P asadena (Calif.). 
( ""it h 3 figures.) 
Zusa mmenfa uug : Fohnwinde treten in "tidka lifornien ha ufi!! " ·ahrcnd 
des \Yintcrs auf. und zwar ma chen sie s ich be onders iru .,L os Angeles B asin· · 
bcmerkbar. das sich >om Pazi fischen Ozcan im \Yestcn zu den ·an Bernardino-
Mountains im 0 ten erstreckt und im Xorden durch die >ielfach tiber :woo m 
hohen San Gabriel :\fountains Yon den kalifornischen ~teppcn (d esert) getrennr. 
ist. Die Fohnwinde "·erden dureh L uftmas en gcspeist. die durch d enim Xord-
osten d es Gebietes in nordstidlichcr Ri chtung in etwa 13UO m H ohe ve rlaufen-
den Cajo n-P al3 [Profil in Fig. II )] a us d cr .'teppe abflie t3en unci in das Bassi n 
gela n()'en. Diesc F ohmvindc wurden sci r jcher als iVlis t enwinde angcsprochen. 
da ie sehr " ·ar m unci trockcn sind. Sie entstehen , \H'nn das L uftdruckgcfalle 
Yon d en ,Great .Basin ··-Gcbieten in den "taaten Utah und Xentda (mittlere 
H ohe etwa l .JOU m ) gegen die hochsten" t>inigc hundert ::\Ictcr tiber :Jicereshohe 
gelegencn Tiefl ander in Stidkalifornien geriehre t ist. Die ursprlinglich scho n 
trockene unci ziemlieh s t a bile Luft gela ngt clann auf ihrem Wege a us den 
ariden Gebiete n von "Ctah und Xevada in immcr geringere :Jiecreshohe. H ier bei 
entstehen sowohl durch adiabatische Erwiirmung wie durch niicb t licbe Aus -
stra hlung T empcraturin>ersioncn in H oben >On d er GroBt>norclnung 100m 
iiber dem Boden. Die st abi len Luftmassen, und zwar nicht die kalte re Boden-
luft, sond ern die cla rlibcrlicgende w·arme Lu ft stromt nun a n der tiefsten 
' tell!' des Gebirg- walls durch den Cajon-Pat3 in das Los Angeles B asin a b, "·o-
bei s ic bereits die gauze a uf dem \Yege erzeugte adia ba tischc \\'iirmc mit sich 
fiibrt. Schon >orher war sie so trocken. da t3 elbs t beim Aufsteigen kein Xieder-
schlag fallt. Be i aut:lergewohnlich s tei len Graclienten ii.berquer t sie sogar die 
Gebirge und erzeugt dann i n der gcnannten Ebcne andstiirme, bei d enen 
gelerrentlicb Lu ftfcucht igkeiten bis zu P M~ gemessen wurden. 
Die Untersuchungen. vo n d cnen bie r zunachst nur ein kleines T t>ile rgeb-
nis Yeroffentliebt wird, zcigen. d a B der bier beband elte F ohn so biiufig auftritt, 
d a l3 er a ls ';Vinter -:Ji onsun a ngesprochen werden kann. Er bell·irk t die mild en 
\ \"in ter in Sticlka lifornien. dnrch die sich die~es ,·on den cntsprechcnd gelt>genen 
Talcrn in X ordkalifornien untersche idet. 
One of the characterist ic " eather phenomena of southern California 
i-; a wind of the foehn type known locally a the Santa Ana. "Cnseasonably 
1) Eine K a rt!' des Gebides befindct sich in dit>ser Zeitschrift, Bd. 35, S. 11 , 
103:?. Der Cajon-Pal3 lit>g t e twa 30 km nordlicb >on Rin rside. 
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high temperatures and ,·ery low humidities arc associated with its 
occurence. The maximum effects of this wind are felt in the region 
south of Cajon P ass at the eastern extremity of the Los Angeles Basin. 
The latter area, extending eastward from the sea to the San Bernardino 
:Jiountains. is ordinarily protected from continental influences by the 
rather high San Gabriel )Iountains to the north. Cajon Pass, trending 
roughly north and south between the San Gabriel :\Iountains to the 
west and the San Bernardino l\Iountains to the ea t . opens to the north 
upon t.he :\Iohave Desert and to the south upon the alluvial plain of 
the Los Angeles Basin. 
These winds, originating in the desert regions to the north , blow 
out upon the Los Angeles Basin from the southern entrance to 
Cajon Pass. In pre,·ious descriptions the writers have used such t itles 
as ·'The Santa Ana or Desert \\' inds .. 1) and ·'Desert. \\'inds in Southern 
Ca1ifornia" 2) . Such title:; lead the reader to believe t.hat the desiccating 
effect. of these winds and their high t.empera ture. arc entirely due to 
the fa ct that theY blow off the desert. to the north. This idea has also 
become pren lent among the residents of southern California; de-
script ions haYing heretofore stressed the fact that the winds are of desert 
origin and onl:· mentioning in a general way that the air in passing 
dovm from the Great Basin regions to the north is dynamically heated 
during its journey from these high leYel area to the lmdands of southern 
California. 
It. is interest ing to note that in other regions of the earth also 
when' the Foehn has been obsernd it usualh· has been attributed first 
to the heat of some adjacent desert, as in the present. case, and later 
recognized as a F ochn. I ndeed, foehn winds as initia II:· observed :·ears 
ago in the S\Yiss Alp. ,,·ere first thought to be air eurrents originating 
in the Sahara Desert far to the south , but then the same phenomenon 
\Yas obsen·ecl on the ''est coast of Greenland, a re~ion ob,-iously too 
far rcmo,·cd from an_,. desert areas to be effected b.Y t hem. eA~k in 
18 .) first. g;w e a comprehensi,·e explanation of the phenomenon in 
t erms of t.he compress ional heating of an air current as it rapicll.v descemls 
the lee\vard slopes of a mountain. Thi explains the dryness of the wind, 
a· well as the high temperature. since t.he d.,·namical heating in raising 
1 ) ARcmBALD CAMPBELL, The Santa Ana or Desert \Yinds, Monthly 
Weat he r Review, \'ol. 3±, p. 465. 1!)06. 
") D. Yot:).'G, Desert Winds in Southern California, :llonthly \Yeather 
Rc \'ic w, Vol. 5!J, K o. 11. X<w. l !J3l. 
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the temperature increases the capacity of the air for \Yater vapor which 
it, however, does not recei,·e. This remains today the generally accepted 
explanation. Even farther from the t.ruth was the early explanation of 
the Zonda, a hot, dry wind of the Argentine Republic occurring at the 
eastern base of the Andes. This wind was attributed to volcanic activity 
in the lofty Andes t o the west until shown t.o be a foehn type wind by 
DAVIS1). Thus it is not unnatural that many people in southern California 
still believe the Santa Ana to be merely a hot wind blowing off the 
desert to the north. 
It is the object of this paper to show that these Santa Ana winds 
owe their properties to compressional heating rather than to the fact 
that they originate in desert areas, and are therefore truly foehn type 
winds. It is further to be pointed out that the foehn characterist ics 
of this air current do not become apparent at the surface during its 
long journey from the high level regions of 'Gtah and Xevada to the 
lowlands of southern California unt il \vith a final rush down Ca-
jon Pass it reaches the Los Angeles Basin. It will be shown also t.hat 
the t emperatures prevailing in the desert during the occurrence of a 
Foehn are actually lower than those ordinarily recorded. 
The U. S. Department of Commerce maintains throughout the 
country a network of weather reporting stations placed at intervals 
along the principal airways. The records from two of these stations 
located in southern California will be used in the present discussion, 
since these stations are admirably located for such a study. One station, 
Baldy 1\fesa, is located on the desert side of Cajon Pass about 2 miles 
north of the summit at an elevation of about 3700 feet and the other 
station, Fontana, is located on t he western side of the southern entrance 
to the pass at an elevation of approximately 1'700 feet . Fig. l represents 
a profile through Cajon Pass between these two stations. Hourly observ-
at ions of temperatures, dew points, wind directions and Yelocit ies 
are available from these two stat ions. Of the many examples of Santa 
Ana winds noted while examining t he records from these stations a 
typical one of recent date has been chosen for discussion here. 
The Santa Ana winds occur almost exclusively during the fall 
and winter seasons when the baromet.ric gradient s are frequent!~· 
directed across the San Gabriel l\Iountains causing a flow of air southward 
from the desert down into t he I.os Angeles Basin. The air has come 
1) W. ~fK DAns, The F oe hn in the ~-yndesK The America n l\Ie t.eorologica l 
Journal. l\Ia rch 1887. 
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down from the high le,·el areas of t he Great Basin. It is a t ransitional 
type of air mass which has obtained its initial properties in the polar 
regions of t.he Pacific Ocean. It passes oYer the mountains of \rashington 
and Oregon in t he lee of a cyclonic. disturbance and in so doing loses 
a part of its moisture before reaehing the Great Basin region. If the 
barometric gradients are fayorable, as is frequently the case, this air 
will then begin its journey southward over the arid regions of Utah, 
:Xevada and eastern California. As it travels southward a very st able 
lapse rate ordinarily with marked temperature inversions near the 
surface will be established in this air mass both by active nocturnal 
E!ev Ft. 
1800 
76 D1stance 
Miles 
Fig. I. Profile t hrough Cajon Pass between Baldy 1\lesa and Fontana. 
I mile= 1.61 km. , 1000 feet= 305m. 
radiation and by compressional heating as it passes progressively to 
lower levels. The stability of this air upon its arrival at the northern 
slopes of the San Gabriel Mountains accounts for the fact that its passage 
over the mountains under moderate pressure gradients is limited to 
the passes, notably Cajon Pass. Due to the crowding of the stream-lines 
as it flows through Cajon Pass high velocities are attained by the current. 
It is worth noting at this point that under similar conditions in 
summer intense heating of the surface layers of this air as it passes 
over these arid regions north of the San Gabriel }1ountains renders it 
unstable and it usually passes out over t.he San Gabriel }1ountains 
without reaching the surface of t he Los Angeles Basin below. It is further 
prevented from reaching the surface due to the fact that during t he 
summer months the Los Angeles Basin is continually occupied by 
cool, moist , stable air which moves in from the Pacific Ocean a short 
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dist.ance to the west. The warm air aloft is thus obliged to merely slide 
out over t.he cooler air below, not being able to displace it at the surface. 
In order to show that the Santa Ana. is a foehn type wind and does 
not. owe its characteristic properties to desert influences it will be 
shown t.hat for the duration of the phenomenon the same air mass is 
present both at Baldy Mesa., the desert station, and at Fontana, the 
station to the south of the San Gabriel Mountains, and t hat the relat.ive 
humidity at the former station is hi g h er and the temperature lower 
than the relative hlw1idity and temperature at the lat ter . 
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Fig. 2. Tempera.ture, relat ive humidity a nd wind (see text) at Ba.Jdy ::\fesa 
a nd Fontana (profile in Fig. l ) during the night of October 10-ll , 1932. 
the night of October 10-ll, 1932, and \vas initiated by condit ions 
similar to those described above as necessary for its genesis. ·we shall 
examine here the records of the two stations, Baldy }fesa and Fontana, 
for that night using the observations from 7.00 P}L, October lOth, to 
7.00 AM., October ll th. Fig. 2 shows a plot of the temperatures and 
relative humidities recorded at the two st ations for this period with 
the ·wind directions and velocities indicated for each hour during the 
period, each barb representing a wind velocity of 4 miles per hour. 
In order to determine the identity of air masses present at the 
wo stations some conservative property of an air mass must be used 
tasa criterion. One of the most conservative propert ies of any air mass 
when no precipitation or evaporation is involved is the specific humidity. 
In computing the specific humidities of the air masses present at Baldy 
}1esa and a.t Fontana at the beginning of the period under consideration 
2i* 
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it. is fOtmd that the specific humidit)· at F ontana is 9 g.jkg. while that 
at Bald.' ~fesa is only 4 g./ kg., a fact which indicates that the same air 
mass is not present at both stations at this time. A specific humidit.'· 
of 9 g./kg. at F ontana indicates that the moist air from the adjacent 
Pacific Ocean usuallr occupying the Los Angeles Basin is still present 
at F ontana since this value of the specific humidity closely approximates 
the characteristic ,·aluc for this a ir mass at this t ime of year. On the 
other hand the air at. Bald:· ~1esa is the Transitional Polar Pacific a ir 
referred to abo,·e which has made its way southward from t he Great 
Basin, because the specific humidity of this a ir mass is known to have 
a value of about 4 g.jkg. at this season. At. 9.00 P:M. the specific humidit:· 
of the a ir at Fonta na is 5 g./ kg. which shows that the same air is now 
present at both stations, the moist air formerly occupying F ontana 
having moved out in response to the prevailing pressure gradient. allowing 
t he dryer Transitional Polar Pacific air air to replace it. The difference 
in the values of the specific hwnidities at. Baldy Mesa and Fontana is 
due to the difference in elevation of the two stations. For the remainder 
of the period under discussion these values remain the same respectively 
for the two stations. 
The temperature difference between the two stations during the 
first hour of the period is due to the difference in the air masses present. 
The dry Transitional Polar P acific air present at Bald:· l\:Iesa beinf! 
intrinsically a colder air mass at. the surface than the moist air at Fontana 
and subject to wider diurnal variations in temperature by virtue of its 
dryness. At 8.00 P}I. the difference in temperature between the t wo 
stations amounts to 9° F. while at 9.00 PM. after the moist air at 
Fontana has been replaced by the drier air this difference amounts 
to 18° F. The same air mass is now present at both stations, however , 
the air no'v at Fontana could not have come from the surface at Bald:· 
Mesa. If the surface air at Baldy ~lesa were t o rush down Cajon 
Pass to Fontana losing no heat by radiation coolin)! and being heated 
by compression during the descent. it could only gain an increase in 
temperature of II oF . since the difference in elevation between the two 
stations is 2000 feet. Fmthermore in this case there is opportunity 
for radiation cooling during the descent from Baldy ~[esa t o Fontana 
as indicated by the low wind velocities at Fontana at t his t ime. I t is 
seen from Fig. 2 that with similar wind velocities radiat ion cooling con-
tinues at Fontana between 9.00 m~fK a.nd 1.00 A~fK \Ye ca.n therefore not 
infer that the increase in temperature bet·\\·een 8.00 m~fK and 9.00 m~fK 
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is due primarily to a foehn effect, since during the Foehn velocities 
of the current are high enough to prevent radiation cooling, thus bringing 
out the maximum effect of t.he compressional heating undergone during 
the descent. The temperature increase during this period is then due 
almost entirely to the change of air that takes place at Fontana during 
this interval and since we have shown that the new air could not possibly 
have come from the surface at Baldy )fesa \Ye are obliged to look to 
the temperature inversions known to exist in t.his air mass at levels 
short distances above the surface as the source of this new warm air at 
Fontana. This warmer air aloft at Baldy )1esa slides out over the cool 
surface air below at elevations approximating the alt itude of the summit 
of Cajon Pass and flows down the pass toward Fontana. 
After 1.00 A:\L the true Foehn begins, the wind velocities having 
been increased sufficiently to overcome radiation cooling as the air 
descends the Cajon Pass. Between 1.00 A)I. and 3.00 A.:\1. the wind 
velocities a.t Fontana increase from 12 miles per hour to 25 miles per hour 
with a temperature increase of 9° F. in the interval. During this time 
the temperatures at Baldy )lesa are continually decreasing by radiation 
cooling. From 3.00 Al\I. until sunrise the temperatures and wind veloc-
ities at Fontana remain practically constant the wind having a direction 
which parallels the .longitudinal axis of Cajon Pass since, due to its 
stability, the current is restricted to the pass. Just before sunrise the 
temperature at Fontana is 76 ° F. while at Baldy )1esa it is 49° F., 
a difference of 27 ° F. Normally the temperature at both stations at 
this time of the morning during this season is around 53 oF., as will 
be shown belo\v. During the Foehn the relative humidity at Fontana. 
dropped to 1 9°I~ while at. Baldy l\lesa values as high as 45 % were recorded. 
This is the more remarkable when one considers the difference in elevation 
between the two stations. 
A significant result of the Foehn was that the day of its occurrence 
wa.s the only day for a period of 42 days on which the Los Angeles Basin 
was entirely free from fog. During the Foehn the maritime air, in which 
the fog of the Los Angeles Basin forms, withdrew; tbe entire area being 
occupied by the warm dry air of the Foehn. 
In order to further bring out the contrasting conditions at Baldy 
}!esa. and Fontana during the Foehn let us look at records for a similar 
interval during an average day for this t ime of year. Fig. 3 shows a. 
plot analagous to Fig. 2 with respect to the meteorological elements 
involved, compiled for the night of October 2-3, 1932. The wind 
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velocities and direc tions have been omitted in this case as they are 
not significant. The specific humidities at Baldy Mesa and at. Fontana 
for this period are 9 g./ kg. and 10 g./ kg. respectively indicating the 
presence at both stations of the moiiSt air which we noted to be present 
the evening of October lOth at Fontana before being replaced by the 
drier air from the region to the north. The discrepancy between the 
two values is again due to the diff~rence in altitude between the two 
stations. We see t.hat during the night the temperatures at the two 
stations remain practically the same, indeed, within the limit of error 
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Fig. 3. Te mpera.ture and relatiYe humidity at Baldy Mesa a nd Fontana 
(profile in fi g. I ) during the night of Oct ober 2-3. 1932. 
of the observat ions except. in the case of the final reading at 7.00 A-:\1. 
In this case the difference is due to the fact that at Fontana. there is 
fog while at Baldy )lesa it. is clear. The trend of the relative humidit.'· 
curves would have been similar had not t.he relative humidity at Fontana 
reached 100% by midnight. and remained at that value forth~ remainder 
of the period. It will be noted that in this case the relative humidities 
at Baldy ~:fesa are lower than those at Fontana while in the case of the 
Foehn t hey were higher. It will be seen in comparing Figs. 2 and 3 that. 
temperatures at Bald:· l\Iesa are consistently lower during the Foehn 
than under ordinar~D conditions, due to the dryness of the air mass 
present at the sta tion in the former case. 
'Vhen excessive pressure gradients exist over t.he San Gabriel 
Mountains the current may come directly over t he mountains. In this 
case great clouds of dust are raised as the current strikes the surface 
of the Los Angeles Basin a few miles south of the mountains, and the 
air reaching t.he surface is from even higher levels than in the ordinar:· 
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cases; relative humidities as low as 3 and 4 percent have been recorded. 
These extreme cases are, however, rather rare. 
Foehn winds occur wry often during fall and winter in southern 
California and influence the climate considerably. The mild winter of 
southern California is usually attributed to the proximity of the Pacific 
Ocean only, but durin~ t.he foehn winds the temperat.ures are raised 
far above those preYalent when air from the Pacific is present, especially 
in t.he late fall and early winter before the Great Basin region becomes 
extremely cold. A glance at Figs. 2 and 3 shows this very clearly. These 
winds really represent a winter monsoon in southern California and will 
be treated in more detail in a later paper. They do not occur in northern 
California nearly as frequently due to the great barrier set up by the 
Sierra ~evada }Iountains. 
Hot dry winds occuring about 100 miles nort.h of the Los Angeles 
area in the vicinity of Santa Barbara. probably have the same origin 
since any air which reaches the California coast after passing down from 
the Great Basin area. must be dynamically heated. In other regions 
true desert winds may occur occasionally, but probably at no point 
along the coast. 
Printed in Germany. 
II. FOEHN WIND CYCLO-GENESIS. 
by 
Irving P. Krick. 
I I • FOEHN WIND CYCLO-GENES IS, 
By Irving P. Krick. 
Zusammenfassung: Im Herbst und Winter bilden siob haufig 
in den Kanadisohen Provinzen Saskatchewan und Alberta, ostlioh 
der Kanadischen Rooky-Mountains, pr1mare Tiefdruckgeb1ete aus, 
sobald die in weiterer Ausdehnung vom Osthang der Gebirge in die 
Ebene hinabstromenden Fobnwinde dort auf die kalte kontinentale 
Polarluft treffen, die sioh wahrend der genannten Jahreszeiten 
dort gewobnlicb befindet. Die erwahnten c~hnwinde erlBtromen den 
kraftigen Hochdruokgebieten, die sioh uber den Hoohebenen des 
Great Basin (Fig. 1) und des Columbia Plateaus bilden. Diese 
werden 1m Westen von der Sierra Nevada und den Cascade Mountains, 
1m Osten von den Rocky Mountains begrenzt. Dar Luftkorper, 
Welcher die Fohnwinde b1ldet, entstammt urspr'Unglioh dem nordliob-
sten Teil des Paz1fischen Ozeans. Be1 seiner Wanderung 'uber die 
bohen Geb1rge gibt er seine Feucht1gke1t ab und gelangt ala 
trockene, warme ~uft 1n die Ebene, wo er auf die trockene, sehr 
kalte kont1nentale Polarl uft trifft. Er bildet dann den warmen 
Sektor der Tiefdruokgeb1ete, die sich an der Gra nze zwischen den 
belden Luftkorpern ausb1lden end durcb die grossen Temperatur-
gegensatze sebr kraft1g werden konnen. Trotzdem sind die 
Hiederschlage in 1hrem Bereiche 1nfolge der grossen Trookenheit 
der beiden Luft korper gewohnl1c h unbedeutend. Solange das 
Hochdruokgebiet uber den Hochebenen die Fohnwinde ostlich der 
Roc ky Mountains unternalt, b1lden sioh 1mmer wieder Tiefdruck-
gebiete dar erwahnten Art aus und wandern sudostlioh langs der 
Grenze zwischen der warmen Fohnluft and dem ausserordentlich 
kalten Luftkorper nordlich and ostl1oh davon. Die mehrfacbe 
Wiederbolung des ganzen Vorganges wird dadurch begUnstigt, dass 
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1m Rucken jedes T1efdruckgeb1etes ein kraftiger Strom kalter 
kontinentaler Polarluft einsetzt, der wieder auf den warmen 
Fohnluftstrom trifft. Ale Beispiel wird die Entwicklung einer 
Serle von dre1 Tiefdruckgebieten dieser Art zwischen dem 9. 
und 15. November 1933 gegeben. 
According to modern theories regions of cyclo-genesis arise 
where convergent flow occurs between air masses of different 
characteristics, provided significant temperature differences 
exist . Such a flow tends to form a discontinuity surface or front 
between the masses and to produce large amounts of potential 
energy of mass distribution along the frontal zone . If the conditions 
for stable equilibrium are not rigidly maintained along the front, 
the colder mass may move forward into the warmer current or 
vice versa. In any case there occurs a compensating flow 1n the 
adjacent mass, the whole process ~iving rise to the gmesis of 
a cyclonic disturbance in the form of an unstable wave on the 
discontinuity surface between the masses. The kinetic energy 
of the resulting cyclone is provided to a large measure by the 
initial potential energy of mass distribution; although, of course, 
the kinetic energy of the initial flow and the heat of condensation 
liberated in the event that the warm mass is particularly moist 
furnish•• minor portions. A detailed discussion of the formation, 
maintenance , occlusion and final death of the cyclone is beyond 
the scope of the present paper. I merely wish to emphasize at 
this point the importance of convergent flow 1n contrasting 
air masses for furnishing large amounts of potential energy in 
connection with the genesis and subsequent maintenance of the 
extra-tropical cyclone. 
In the descending motion associated with foehn phenomena 
relatively high temperatures are fre quently attained by the air mass 
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involved. Often the dynamical heating of a column of air in this 
manner is capable of creating extreme temperature differences 
between the foehn current and adjacent masses. If the foehn reaches 
large proportions, that is effects sufficient mass transport, 
enough potential energy of mass distribution, arising from the 
contrast between this air and adjacent masses, may become available 
to initiate the formation and maintenance of a cyclone of ~ajor 
importance . Secondary cyclones of foehn origin are not uncommon 
and have been treated in sJme detail in the past. Sohneider1) 
bas discussed a particularly interesting type occurring off the west 
coast of Greenland during the southeast foehns of that region. 
We are concerned here not with the formation of secondary cyclones 
but with the foehn genesis of primary cyclones, a situation 
requiring rather unique meteorological and topographic conditions. 
During the late fall and early winter rather intense anticyclones 
frequently build up over the high level regions of the Great Basin 
and Columbia Plateau in the northwestern United States (Fi g . 1). 
They are usually the result of an influx of Polar Pacific (Pp) 
air to the lee of an occlusion occurring off the Washington and 
Oregon coasts. The outflow from such an anticyclone causes a steep-
ening of the pressure gradients over the Rocky Mv ntains to the 
east and the Sierra Nevada Mountains to the west, due to the damming 
effect of thesegrea~ natural barriers upon the stable a ~ masses 
always associated with such anticyclones. If the HIGH is 
maintained with undiminished intensity, there will occur eventually 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
1) Schnieder, Leonard R., Greenland West-coast Foehns. M: W. R. 
April 1930. 
BERRY'S RELIEF MAP OF 
-~ 
an outflow from the region, causing foehn phenomena east and 
north of the Rockies and west and south of the Sierras. In 
southern California these winds occur with only moderate pressure 
gradients over the mountains to the north ano/east due to the low 
level passes in the region which offer anm easy entrance to the air 
from the Great Basin. They are so persistent in late fall and early 
winter as to be classified as a winter monsoon bringing unseasonably 
high temperatures and low humidities to the area , and thus providing 
the mild winter climate of the districtr» . This foehn, however, 
is not flowing into a region which is normally exceedingly cold 
and therefore great contrasts in temperature between t his a ir and 
the masses to the south and west do not readily arise. Occasionally 
a cold front lies just off the California coast under such 
circumstances and the outflow of foehn air from southern California 
forms a weak sec~ndary cyclone along t his front, usually giving 
rise to little precipitation due to the dryness of the air forming 
the warm sector of the di stnnbanoe. 
More important for the present discussion is the ext ensive 
foehn resulting from an outflow from the Columbia Plateau 
anticyclone into the comparatively low level provinces of Alberta 
and Saskatchewan east of the Canadian Rockies. These re gions are 
normally occupied at this season by very cold Polar Contlnental 
(Po) air masses and during the marked foehn wh ich occurs when the 
pressure gradients over the Rockies are strong, large temperature 
differ ences arise between the foehn current and the air to the east 
and northeast. Temperature differences in a few hundred miles not 
-------------------------------------------------------------------
1) h ~ ickI Irving P., Foehn Winds of Southern California. Gerl. 
Beitr. Geophys. 39 (1933) 399--407. 
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infrequentlY exceed 60° F. under such conditions. This is not 
purely a surface phenomenon s ince in the foehn an entire column 
of air ha s undergone compressional heating , thus producing in the 
region between this air and the Po air to the northeast a tremendo us 
density of solenoids, wh ich indicates, of course , vast amounts of 
available potential energy of mass distribution. The movement of 
the foehn air into regions formerly occupied by Po masses consti-
tutes a breakdown of any stabilit y which might have existed at the 
initial formation of the discontinuity between the air masses, and 
a cyclone is quic ~ly generated along the grea t warm front wh ich 
first appears on the s ynoptic chart as the boundary between the 
foehn air and the very cold Po air to the northeast. There i s , 
of course, active overrunning of t he Po current by the foehn ~euu 
a ir as indicated by three hourly pressure decreases in advance of 
the front which often exceed 0 .2 inch. The foehn current which 
now constitute s the warm sector of the disturbance has a sout hward 
component and the whole disturbance moves off to the southeast 
along the discontinuity rather than t o the east or northeast as is 
usua lly the case with the hig~evel c yclones of thi s region. 
The foehn air of these disturba nces is usually a Transitional 
Pola r Pacific mass (Npp). It is initially quite dry regardless 
of its maritime origin, s ince a ir moving into t he Great Basin or 
Columbia Plateau from the Pa cif ic Ocean must lose a good deal of 
its moist ure in cros sing the mounta ins t o the west or even in 
accomplishing the 4000 to 6000 ft. ascent t o t h is r egion. The 
descent of this air east of the Roc ki e s further reduces t he 
relat ive b~idities a nd us ually t he specific humidities will be 
lower than t hose at t he surfa ce in the Grea t Basin due to the fact 
tha t the air f or mi ng the foehn usually or i ginat e s at levels approx-
i mating the al t i tudes of t he summ i ts of the passes or crests over 
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which it pours into the lower areas to the east. This sliding 
out of the air a t h igh levels is assisted by the intensification of 
low level temperature inversions by subsidence and radiation effects 
and is entirely analogous to the situation in the foehns of the 
1) Los Angeles Basin described in a previous paper • 
It is interesting to note that as long as the Columbia Plateau 
anticyclone is maintained with undiminished intensity a continual 
series of such cyclones will be generated. This is readily understood 
when one considers the fact that these disturbances move off to the 
southeast along the Pc--Npp front in accordance with the general 
direction of the current in the warm sector, and cause to their 
north a fresh movement of Po air into the region southwest of Hudson 
Bay. The convergence of this southward moving cold mass with the 
warm foehn air descending the eastern slopes of the Canadian Rockies 
will result in the genesis of a new cyclone with an intensity 
proportional to the temperature differences arising between the 
air masses . 
Disturbances of t his nature may become very intense due to the 
sharp contrasts in temperature which have been occasioned. Prao-
tically the entire kinetic energy of such a disturbance is provided 
by the initial potential energy of the system and the kinetic 
energy provided by the initial flow in the warm and cold currents 
since the air forming the warm sector is extremely dry and no 
appreciable condensation takes place within the disturbance until 
after the air has crossed the Great Lakes and picked up small amounts 
of moisture. Even then the heat of condensation released is negligibla 
---------------------------------------------------------------~-----
1) Krick, op. cit. in fn. 1) p. 4. 
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This type of cyclone has its maximum intensity at the ground 
and in the lower levels since the greatest temperature contrasts 
arise here. For this reason, strong surface winds occur within 
the cyclone which may blow dust or snow rendering the passage of 
the disturbance rather disagreeable, regardless of the lac k of 
precipitation associated with it. These disturbances propagate 
quite rapidly whereas the normal cyclone passing eastward along 
the International Boundary is a slow moving affair being usually 
no more than an occluded front which has passed over the mountains 
east of the Gulf of Alaska. In such a case no large temperature 
contrasts are to be noted at the surface and the maximum activity 
of the disturbance remains at high levels unless a source of warm 
air is enc0untered and regeneration takes place. 
A typical situation of this kind occurred during the period 
November 9 to November 15, 1933. Three such cyclones were generated 
during this period due to a continual foehn maintained ea st of the 
canadian Rockies by a well developed anticyc~one centered over the 
Great Basin and Columbia Plateau. At the beginning of the period 
the antic yclone was not the usual eastward extension of the Pacific 
anticyclone, but a westward extension of a large anticyclone 
consisting of Po air which had moved southward from its source 
region and subsided over the central United States. At least at 
low levels the air in the Great Basin anticyclone was Transitional 
Polar Continental (Npo) ~ th oharaoteristioally low specific 
humidities; about 2 g.jkg. in this case. Subsequently Transitional 
Polar Pacific air (Nppc) played a role of increasing importance, 
forming the major portion of the foehn air . However, for the 
present discussion this is of little importance since both of these 
air masses are characterized by low specific humidities and a 
stable atratifioation whenever they appear at this season 1n the 
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regions under discussion. 
For the sake of clarifying the discussion, daily synoptic 
charts for the period under consideration have been included. 
The charts are constructed from synchronous data compiled at 
5;00 AM Pacific Standard Time. Each full barb on the wind arrows 
represents approximately one unit on the Beaufort scale. The 
pressure field is indicated by isobars drawn for each tenth of an 
inch. The principal fronts have been represented as follows: cold 
fronts by heavy solid lines, warm fronts by double lines, cold 
front type occlusions by broken lines and warm front type oc~ usions 
by dotted lines. The symbols adjacent to the fronts indicate the 
recent life history of the air masses involved. In this connection 
the local classification of American air masses developed at the 
Massachusetts Instit ute of Technology has been closely followed. The 
elementary symbol represents the t ype and source regi~n of the mass, 
for example , Pc (Polar Continental of Polar Canadian). To denote 
\\ ,, 
transitional types the letter N precedes the elementary symbol. 
Occasionally t his latter portion is followed by a ~a~ or an "m'' to 
indicate that the modification of the air mass has been due to 
continental or maritime influences respectively. For a complete 
classification and descript ion of the American air masses the 
reader is referred to a Paper on the subject by H. c. Willett1>. 
On the synoptic cha r t of November 9, (Fig. 2), we observe 
an anticyclone centered over the Columbia Plateau and the plains 
of So ut h Dakota east of the Rockies. The portion of this anticyclone 
west of the Rookies is what remains of the previous outbreak of Po 
air me ntioned above. The eastern portion of this antic yclone is the 
result of a southward flow of fresh Pc air to the rear of the cyclone 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
1). Willett, H. c., American Air Mass Properties. M. I. T. Met. Pub. 
Vol. II, No . 2. 
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centered over the Great Lakes and will simply move south and east 
as the migratory anticyclone associated with it. This difference 
between the air masses in the anticyclone is indicated by the cold 
front paralleling the eastern slopes of the Rockies and the symbols 
adjacent to it denoting the air masses involved. A cyclone centered 
in the Gulf of Alaska is occluding along the coast of Br itish 
Columbia . The progress of the warm front ~ blocked by the lofty 
mountain ranges paralleling the coast thus facilitating the ocd usion 
by the cold front to the west . At this time of the year the occlusions 
in this region are usually of a warm front type, the abnormally 
high ocean temperatures in these latitudes causing the air behind 
the cold front to be warmer than the air lying along the coast of 
British Columbia east of the warm front. Normally the eastward 
progress of even the portion of the warm front surface lying above 
t he crest of the mountains ceases during occlusion and only the 
upper front of the occlusion finally passes over the mountains and 
proceeds eastward as a rather weak high level disturbance. However, 
in the first foehn cyclone of our series the anticyclone to the 
south assists the upper front af the above mentioned occlusion over 
the Canadian Rockies, giving rise at the same time to foehn phenomena 
east of the mountains which in turn produce considerable amounts of 
avalable potential energy of mass distribution between this air and 
the cold Po air to the northeast. This activity results in the 
regeneration of the dying cyclone and transports the level of 
maximum a ctivity from high levels to the surface. 1his oannot 
be considered as the genesis of a primary cyolone since an upper 
front would probably have passe4 over the region anyway; how•ver, 
subsequent disturbances appear to owe their origin entirely to the 
convergence of the foehn air with that to the northeast. 
On the November 10 map (Fig. 3) we note that only an occluded 
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front Off the coast of B.ritish Columbia marks the cyclone which 
was centered over the Gulf of Alaska the previous day. Foehn 
phenomena are observed east of the Rookies as far south as Colorado 
as indicated by the warm front extending southward into this area. 
The upper front of the disturbance has been omitted since the maximum 
intensity is now at lower levels. The foehn in this case is perhaps 
not as pronounced as subsequently, but it is nevertheless quite 
apparent when one compares the temperatures of the foehn area with 
those of the preceding map. For example, at Battleford, Saskatchewan, 
the temperature increase during the period is 36°F., while farther 
south at Rapid City, South Dakota , just east of the Black Hill s , 
0 
the increase has been 28 F. The foehn air in Canada has been 
indicated on the chart as Transitional Polar Pacific (Nppc) and 
the subsequent increasing pressures in the Columbia Plateau anticyclone 
are no doubt due to an inflow of this type of air over the region 
resulting in the usual eastward extension of the Pacific anticyclone. 
On November 11, (Fig. 4), we note a steepening of the pressure 
gradients over the Rookies, a condition favoring an intensification 
of the foehn. The cyclone of the previous day is now centered 
just west of the Great Lakes region and is feeding cold Pc air 
into the region southwest of Hudson Bay. The temperature at the 
Pas, Manitoba , for example, has dropped 10°F. since the previous 
map. The convergence of this cold durrent •th the warm foehn air 
about to descend the eastern slopes of the Rockies will favor the 
genesis of a new cyclone having an intensity proportional to the 
temperature difference between these two air masses. This tendency 
is already apparent in the distribution of the isobars east of the 
Rookies. The cyclone off the Aleutian Islands in the North Pacific 
in this case is too far removed to effect the formation of this cyclone, 
•' I 
., ,, 
·' .
... -_.,..,.. 
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therefore we must regard this case as the genesis of a primary 
rather than of a secondary disturbance. The formation of subsequent 
cyclones in the region results from an entirely analogous p.rooess 
since no fronts fr om the Gulf of Alaska are observed to cross the 
mountains before November 16, by which time the Columbia Plateau 
antic yclone has subsided and moved eastward. 
The synoptic chart of November 12, (Fig. 5), shows the intense 
disturbance whioh has developed from the contrast between the foehn 
whioh forms its warm sector and the surrounding Pc air. It is 
interesting to note the almost complete lack of precipitation 
accompanying the phenomenon due to the low moisture content of the 
air masses involved. The absence of precipitation is certainly 
not due to a lack of active overrunning on the part of the warm 
air since very sharp temperature contrasts and marked convergence 
in the flow may be noted along the warm front, as well as marked 
pressure drops dur ing the three hours prior to the observations at 
all stations in advance of this front. Duluth, Minnesota, for 
example, records a pressure drop of 0.24 inch. The only precipitation 
occurring in advance of the warm front is north of Lake Superior 
and Lake Michigan, the air moving up rapidly f rom the south having 
picked up sufficient moisture in crossing the lakes to produce a 
miniature warm front precipitation in overrunning the colder air to 
the north. 
The great contrasts in temperature between the foehn air of the 
warm sector and the surrounding cold mass amounting in most oases 
0 to about 20 F., are apparent at a glance . The high wind velocities 
associated with the passage of this cyclone caused violent dust 
storms all through the middle western states, tying up air transport 
operations as far south as Kansas City, Mo . The situation favors 
the genesis of another such cyclone since the pressure continues 
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to build up in the Columbia Plateau anticyclone and very cold 
Pc air is again being brought into the area east of the Canadian 
Rookies in the lee of the present disturbance as indicated by the 
very large three hourly presw re increases behind the cold front. 
An increase of 0.40 inch may be noted at the Pas. 
The synoptic chart for Movember 13, (Fig. 6), shows the 
initial stage in the development of the final cyclone of this 
series. The intensity of the ~oehn and the tremendous horizontal 
temperature gradients produced between this air and the Pc to 
the northeast may perhaps be better appreciated by a comparison 
with temperatures elsewhere on the map. At Calgary, Alberta, 
in the foehn air just east of the mountains we note a temperature 
0 t 
of 56 F.; the temperature at Tampa , Florida, on that morning. 
The comparison is even more significant when one considers the 
fact that at Tampa the sun has been shining for several hours 
while at Calgary the sun is still below the horizon. Thus we 
have contrasts between the foehn and the Pc air to the northeast 
of the order of those which would arise if the Pc air were 
transported southward adiabatically and in the absence of sub-
sidence affects to the Gulf of Mexico . In such a case we should 
certainly anticipate the development of a violent disturbance. 
We note the intensification of the foehn of southern Calif-
ornia on t his day due to the steepening of the pressure gradients 
over the mountains to the north. This results in foehn phenomena 
at various points along the coast as far north as San Francisco. 
Ordinarily only southern California benefits by the mild foehn 
weather in such a situation, since the lofty Sierras prevent 
the air fro m reaching the surface fart her north when only 
moderate pressure grad i ents exist. 
The chart of November 14, (Fig. 7), indicates that sub-
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sidence has begun in the Columbia Plateau anticyclone. Another 
anticyclone has put in an appearance to the north apparently 
due to a fresh movement southward of Po air, the temperature at 
Ft. Simpson, British Northwest Territory, having dropped 10° l. 
during the past 24 hours. The presence of this antic~lone 
together with the subsidence of the Columbia Plateau anticyclone 
will put an end to the foehns east of the Rookies by destroying 
the pressure gradients necessary for their genesis. We note 
that the cyclone of the day before has deepened and moved southward 
in accordance with the southward component in the foehn air of the 
warm sector. This unusual wind direction in the warm portion of 
the cyclone aooounts for the peculiar position of the warm front 
in the disturbance . This is rather significant in this case 
since we note that the front parallels the Appalachians to the 
east. Usually the warm fronts of cyclones in this region lie 
normal to these ranges and encounter no particular difficulty 
in negotiating them, but in our present case the pro~essof the 
portion of the front lying below the crest of the mountains 
will be stopped, causing an occlusion of the cold front type to 
take place along the western slopes. This prevents the increasing 
temperatures along the central and south Atlantio coast which 
occur at a warm front passage. This may be noted by a comparison 
with the previous cases where the warm fronts are roughly normal 
to the Applachians. 
The chart of November 15, (Fig. 8), indicates an increase 
in the intensity of the antic yclone moving south over Canada and 
a further subsidence in the Columbia Plateau anticyclone together 
with a slow eastward movement. This situation excludes the 
possibility of further genesis of foehn cyclones in the region 
for the present. The warm sector of the cyclone in the east has 
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disappeared due to occlusion west of the Appalachians, with the 
exception of some of the warm air which found its way around 
the southern extremity of the ranges . Since the oc~usion 
is of the cold front type the mountains will not prevent its 
ultimate passage, indeed, near the center of the cyclone where 
the pressure gradients are very marked a portion of the ocd uded 
front has passed over the mountains as indicated. A warm front 
type occlusion has occurred in the disturbance centered over the 
Gulf of Alaska and it is the upper front of this occlusion 
which appears over Alberta, Canada, the following day as mentioned 
above . This is the normal high level disturbance usually 
observed moving eastward over the Canadian Rockies at this time 
of year and need not be considered here. The foehn has ceased 
now even in southern California as indicated by the temperatures 
along the coast and the formation of a ground fog at San Diego . 
The foehn air returning from the Pacific Ocean having picked 
up a shallow layer ~ moisture produced a dense ground fog 1n 
all coastal areas the following morning, aided by intensive 
nocturnal radiation through the transparent upper layers. 
m DqK::A :rc~o CC!~a l D?flv p ASS SCIA'ISD ·n'.L'F ?FZ ADOE J ISJ:.S'i:::R . 
by 
Irving P. Xr ick 
WEATHER CO!'."'DI TIOHS ASSOCIA'I'ED lJITH 'YriE .h.KIDN :::>ISASTER 
by I rving P . Krick 
The charts pr esented herewith a re construc ted froffi synchronous data 
compiled every f our hours from 0800 EST Apr i l 3 , 1933 , to 0800 EST April 4 , 1933. 
:Each full barb on the wind arrows r epresents approximately one unit on the 
Beaufort scal e. The principal fro nts have been i ndicated as fol l ows: cold front s 
by heavy solid lines, wam f ront s by double lines, and cold fl'ont t ype occlusions 
by dotted lines . The symbols adj acent to t he fro nt s i ndicat e the r ecent l i f e 
history of t he a ir masses involved. The el ement ary syobol represents the t ype 
and source reg ion of t he mas s , for exanple, Pc woul d point out t he pol ar ori gi r. 
of t he mass and the continental (Canadian) nature of its source r egion . To denote 
t he tra11siti ono.l types, the l atter N precedes the el ement ar y symbol. Occasionally 
t hi s latter porti on is fol l owed by a c or an m to i ndicat e t hat the modificatio:l ol' 
t h e air na.ss has been due t o continental or :nari t i me i nfluences r espectively. :?or 
a co~plcte c iassi fi c ~tio~ ~~d descript ion of t he ~erican air uasses t he r eader 
is referr ed to a paper on t he subject by rt . c. Will ett1 ) . 
OJ t he first synoptic c~a~t of t he s eries ( 0800 3ST April 3 , 1933) , ti~re 
is an occluded front ext ending rro ::; C:::mada sout hward to Ohio Tiith t he cyclone a s -
sociat ed wi t h it center ed over t he Grea t Lake s . To the west a.r.d north of t h is 
occlusion ther e a ppears a fres~ south~ard nove8ont of Pol ar Continental (Pc) e ir 
mi xi ng with the orig i nal qr~sitional Pol ar Pacific (Nppc) a ir f ormer ly occupyi~~ 
t he region to t r.e 7Test of t l:e fro ::~Kt K T.:-.e aout h e:r!l limit of t h is outbr eak is ir~-
dicated by the cold f ront l :ring across ~·:entuckyI no~thwestcr-KgK Tennessee , a..'1d 
Arkansas . Tj e e.ir beh ind t his fro:::t i s c.ta racteri zed b y low temperatures , l ov: 
s pecific huT1i d.ities an.d. a stabl e strati f i c ;:- t i on . The i nt eractions occurri:r.g a l ong 
t h is f ront 6re at pr esor.t no~ violent bec~use t he a i r t o t he nort i i s underrurill i ng 
l )?lillett , :-I . c. : "k J.eri c:t.: Air- :Ja.s s P:::-opc1''ti0s" , ~~f K I. I'. : :Bt . Pa, er s , Vol. II , 
No . 2. 
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an air r.nss having a verti cal structure ver y siiJilar t o its o·,m. Th e h i ghar 
te."llperatures and s l i ghtly hi ghe r D.ois t -u.re cont ent of t he Nppc air to t h e south 
o f be front form t he essent ial dif fer ences be tween t h is air :md t h e mixture t o 
the north . The col d front oxtending a cross the Carolinas , Georgia and Flori ua 
is no longer an active fro nt , but s er vos to i ndica t e t hat the Tropical Gulf ( Tg ) 
a nd t he Trop i cal Atl ~~tic (Ta ) a ir t o t h e sout heast does not extend inland over 
the sout h Atlantic coas t . The se t ro p ical :-.Jariti:ue nas aes are v er y warm and rao i s t 
in the lower level s and ar e chara ct erized by potent i al i nstab ility; i. e . if t hey 
be lif t e d su f ficientl y ei ther b y a ctive overrti~ing of n warn f r ont s ur fac e or b y 
an under runni n cola ~ss free convecti on may occu r with a ttendant heavy prec ipi -
tati on a~d thunder storT~ K The f r esh outbrea~ of Pc a i r ~ntioncd above will 
i ndu ce a compens a.tins n.or t lmard f l ow uf t he a ir t o t ho cas t and sout h with a 
tc.'1der..c:r t o'i7ard t:i~ o foi';'k>t i on of e. soco:tdary cyclone b e t r;e e:J. t he curr ent s . Thi s 
~ill not becor:1o v ery i ntense unt i l t he s outh>:tar d movi ng current of Pc a i:::- r eaches 
t he Tg and Ta air to the s outheast . 7fn en t il i s o ccurs mar ked activity may be 
exp ected along t he col d f ront s e-parat i ng t he rras ses duo t o t he tremendous co n-
t r asts a risi ng e..long the front E.l zor.e . The vn rm front ~etweon t he Ta a ir al ofib 
t he sou t h Atlant i c coos-:~ and t he Nppc G.ir over t he rb~Ision to t h e north i s at 
pres·3nt inactive but 11i ll not r-:EJ.ai n so 11 itt a nort_j·,7o.r d r:J.ovenent of t he Ta cur-
r ent in tho an t icipated secondar y . 
Of :prine impo.r t onc e is th·~ Pol 3.r Atl a.::tic (Pa ) :.:,ir l y i ng off t he New 
bngl~d coo.ct . The co l d f ront i !Y:ics.ted M~1 ~he :1n:;:> i s not e t pr esent particularly 
'.lct i ve , but i f a r c.pid f l o';; of t!:!is a ir sout i'n<u:-d alo!1£ t ne coa st i s induced i t 
1ill beco.::-!·3 s o , pr.rti culoKKr~y if it rcac::!.es a r egion occu ) iod by t rop i ca.l r.12.r i t i ne 
·1ir either a t the su:r:f'uce or a t LJ>7 l ·:; v_-;ls . 
On t he clKt rt for 1200 :ES-::' t he ;)Ccluded front me n:;ioned abov e i s soon 
to have moved s l o•.;ly east ;-;nd s i ,1C0 t h3 '?l'OVi ous ~vDKp accor.1pan. i e d by scatter ed 
lig..}}t shower s and tnO"i flurri es a l ong t h·.) :Lrontal zone . By f a r t he nost i n -
t or.::sti:ng featur e of t i-<is :n~p i s tl:,:; :r-apidity 11i -7;11 ;;hich t :w cold f r ont !;DK::tr~~ i rKc 
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the s outher n li~t of t ho Pc and Nppc mi xture is BOVill?, . ~e col d front to t ~c 
cast l y i ng be t -.veen. t he Nppc ai r t o tho -:~est '1nd I't-; and Ta t o t he oust has apparently 
remained practicall y stat ioha.r y ns n i ght be cr) e c t cd f r on t he parallel or ev en 
diver g ent flow adjac ent t o it . The s e c ondary cycl one :ne:J.tioned a bove hns begun 
t o for m a s i ndic a t ed by t he configur a t ion of the i sobars and the increo.se i n 
wind v eloc ities over t he r e{Sion , t he l atter i ndicc.t i ng the t endency for t he poten-
tial ene r gy of t he mass dis t r ibu tion of t ho ~; stem to become transfor med into 
k i neti c ener gy of mot ion . Th e Ta a i r sout h of the :-mr~·K1 f ront on t ho mn? ha s begun 
its north\7ar d j ourney by t h is t ine a s sho-:tn b;{ t he s h ift of t he r;rind a t Wih:ll!J.8t on , 
_r.c., f rom a lig~t \7Gsterly current on t ho pr evi ous nay t o a noder nt e s out herly 
one on t h e pre s ent chart . The P a co l d f r ont t o t he nort!east a t pr esent r enains 
a lmost sta t ionar y . 
The char t fo r 1600 3ST i s one of th3 nost important of t he s e r i e s sinc e 
the c~under of the AKRON sa~ t h i s r~p a nd b used his decision to t 3ke off upon 
it . Ou r seco ndar y cy cl one is no" •.7ell cstnbli shod ::md t he n.cti vc col d front of 
t h e disturbance i s s till noving rap idly south ·.;ard :md eastward . The n ixturc be -
h ind t he front has no'il been designated Np c i n a ccordc-..... '1c c •:: H h t he 1:1a jor i nportP,nc a 
o f t he Pc air involved. The Nppc ai r 11hich sopar nted t h is r..:1 ss from the t r o p i cn l 
maritime a ir t o t h e southeast on t he previ ous n ap hns been displaced and for t he 
f i r st t ime t ho act ive col d f r ont re~ch~s a sourc e of ~oi st a i r essent i2lly dif-
f erent i n v ertical struct :.ll'e fro r::. t ile r:. i r behind. t he front . 'i'he a ctivit; re-
s ulting is ev i denced by t he l~lfront~l thun.der sjo~ Qt Thocasvi lle , Georgin , ~h ich 
is a t pr e s ent si tuat e d pr act i cal l y i n t he f r ontal zoi'.e . T'ne pr ogr e s s of t he frO!"lt 
s ince t he previ ous char t i s rea dily- f ollo77ed b y CQ'1.paring t he dc\7- po i nt s ( i nGic a t ed 
by upper fi gur e t o left of stat i oas ) at t he v~:rious s t ut i ons befor e and aft er t he 
f r ont c.l pa ssa ge . This i s -possible bccO.'lSC t he dow- poi:lt i s ::1 f a i rly cons or v<'-ti ·-.re 
air ~ss pr operty . Parti cul arl y strikin~ is t h<3 drop from 62° F. to 34:° F. a t 
M:,bilo , Alabaraa. 
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Fror.1 t he contrast i n nind velocit ies adjG.ce:nt t o t h e 11a rn front i t i s 
apparent th~t ther e r.r.1s t be active ovorrun..'1L'1g of Ta :::ir ':l.t t he f r ont . This neans 
t hat Tn a ir u ill b e present e.l oft fo r coEsider o.ble distances i n advance of t he 
fro nt a l pos i tion at t he g r ound nnd :1 r egener ati on of t he occluded front t o t::~ e 
·,1est ·nll probabl y occur due t o t :ie ·pot cnt i::J.l en'3r gy of :::k':ss di stribution t hus 
:Jrovi ded. Tho kp~c ni r nort h of t he ·: arr.1 fro nt is a r·~ ther s hallow curr ent and 
'iTill probabl y not -pr ovoke appr eciabl e war":,. front pr ecipita tion from t he over-
running Ta current. 
m~ti cularly i n portant i s the fact th~t t he pr inn.ry disturbance t o t he 
north is filling up 3.Ild t he s econd:1ry ha s not yet rea ch ed its rr.axi nun intensity, 
the conbi nation g iving rise to a "flat" pr essure distributi or: nhich is practically 
meani ngless in t ha absence of prope r co nsider ation of t he a ir nas ses i nvolved. 
It is unfortuna te t hat the col d fro nt of t he s ec ondar y had not yet reached t :te 
coast line nhare severe t hunder s howers would result and gi vo a t l east a warn i ng 
of t he tremendous ener g ies s tored up i n t he mass dist ribut ion of t he systen . We 
can now expect a deepening of t he disturbance and a move!!l·::mt northnortheastuard 
along t h e princ i pa l fro ntal systa~ of t h e cyclone . The i~~ortance of t he Pa 
cold f ront !nay no~ be ::10r e fully apprecia ted since t he direction of r.J.Ot i on of t hs 
s econdar y cyclone t o t he sou t h '."Ti ll be directl~r t c;7<l!'d t he t ongue of Po. ai r pr c -
jecti r.g s outh'i7ard £1l on3 t he }l'Em bnKI~l;md crost . Thi s r.:ove:-1unt of the IJYll will 
e sta blis h t he pr essur e gr a di ents :w c e s sary f or :J. sout hvmr d novenc nt of t he Pa 
rr.as s bring i ng :-1bout u. c o:wer genc e bet t·recn t h i s r...ass :::md t ho Ta curr ent t o the 
sout h , not only a l oft i n adv-ance of t he 'Ram f r ont ~mt event unl l y avon n t t ho 
surface i n t he -;ram s ec tor of t he d.i. s t urbenc e. Thus t h0 Pn col d f r ont ·,7i ll be-
cone ac tive an d be cho.r acterized b y t ho a t t endant col d front :Jhonor.: una . 
On t he 2000 BST ch::.rt DDY be r:ot ed t ho north~gard "'1ovon ant 8.11'1 the 
i n t ens ifi cati on of t he secondary c ycl 0!1e tog e t her -..i t h t ~1e south-:?nrd wove:1ont of 
the Pa f ront i nduced by t he resu lting gr adi ent s . This sout h":"mr d moven-3nt of Pc. 
a ir i s al so suggest ed by t he ;-·.)Si ti ve pressure clW .. '1.3 es ( t hird fi ;'11r e i n col wm 
to r L ;.'lt of sta t i ons ) 'i1h i c !:l hav e occur red i n t he t hr ee hourly period pr i or t o t he 
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time of observation at st ~tions '.li t ::L:. t !:e curr.:;n.t. The s e ir.creo.s<::s a.r e hardly 
to be accounted for b :T t !:o diuril::tl pr E~ssure "7.2 • .-;e ( hcYi!16 c. r.12.xinu:1 a t 2 200 3ST 
i n the resion) in vie·:~ of t he fro:rt :.-;J. syste::1s appr o :::.ch i !li; fro;.: t he :rest and south 
·•i th their accompany i ZJg lo":7 pressures. Acti VG ovelDrunni~:s of To. r:.ir aKlon:~ t he 
narr.;. front is o.pperent fron a coi:::;Ju.::.·is(;D. of t ho p!"essu.r e c!:H.:n6eS ~ :i t h i n t h e ·;mr-:1 
soc tor of t he disturb£L'1c e and i :::-1 :DldKv?K!~ce of the fr·jnt. As a rosult of t h is 
overrunnL'lg t he occluded fro nt to t he nc.::;t hP. s no-::1 b 0c ot:'1e r 3Genurated a s i ndi-
ca ted by a thunder storm ~t tashin~~tcr1 I D.C. The Tn a ir ~ns apparent l y made its 
>m y aloft far cnouK~P to t he north so t ha t 3-Cti 'Ti t ~r :~Kfl~K - s oort be expected along 
t he P o. front no'rl l y i :ne 1!: t ho Yici rli t y of rJe-:;; J ;;rscy. It i s interesting to note 
that a thunder storn bcgml a t Lakehurst, l i .J., a t 2 200 ~q f'ol.io';7ing a t11o hour 
:period of falling pressure ·;;Lich ;-;oul c"i socr.1 to i ndicate an influx of Ta air 
over t he r egi on leadin~~ to act i vity aKlon::K~ tb~ m~1 f r ont as it noved soutlmard . 
The thunder storn wa s a cco;:'l;Ja n i ed. by h i gh ::~i-:;Kd::; fron t h;) castnorthcast and i n-
creasi:~g :pressure ~h ich b ogan t o f all ::..ga i n sever a l hours l a ter with t he appr o::..c h 
of the conter of t ho socond•li'Y. ~1U thunder stol":'.s a l ong t he Po. front had ex -
'Gonded as far north a s Ne·,, vor~ by J-;:ii..l'li.rsfit. I t is )Ossibl e t hat t hunaar stor ns 
occurring d:all' ing t ::.. o :·;ig:i-'.; f e r to ~hM :10:::.-tt. , fer (3XCL::;)l .; ::~t 3osto:l, w0re duo 
not to fro :1.tal act ivi t 3' on t he part cf tK~a :?a :·:ir, out t u t he "reali za tion" of 
t !le character istic co:J.d i ticnal b s t c.b ilit:;: o f t he 'i'c. a ir in ovorru:t.<i:lg t he Pa 
air frOLJ. t hG ":7ar;:l f r ont l :ri nc out O'hl' tho oc cur. t o t:,.e .:as <; . I bcli£:vo , hou -
ever, t hc.. t rye nuy be certa i n t :!vl:; t ::w thu;::dGr 3t orr.is ,;:.t t 2lu sou tho.rn extroni t y 
t h is regiol~ t llut t hG ~EblKDl·q ·.ms los t . 
The ;:Udni r;ht .·.'JC1) ::2orely s:-!o~1s ~- int:::nsif; c ::~ti:m of thG 2000 3ST s itu; . ti ::-:r 
ii:. t hat t he s dco:K::rKK1 :ll:~r hus n O'I Od rKKortl~:cast•K:ardI t he Pa f r ont ~wutlm::1·d an d a 
·c:1o no!"t h an d oc..:Jt is L.s-.i:.w :1t. S L1co this ::::'til i llustrc:.tos ~he s i tu::tion v·;r y 
close t o t h ·o t i i";le .:.. f t l1e .-1.isast 3r, it s ec:'-_:s <~v i d:KmtK t JEt t he A::~?! was f orced 
i nt ;) t :1c s oa i ::-. tho P:_·, :r,_r,:tal zv·T.; r ::thc r t~:xK: in t~oKt -:. f t ::c rM :-;c~:er~ted oc -
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elusion to t he i1est. The act i·vi t y alol:!K:~ t he f r onts under considoratio~ is ap -
parent f r or:1 t he thunder stor::JS ext endi:J.S a long the Atlc>.JJ.ti c coast froD Ne-;: Yor k 
t o Florida . The tendency of the t~1M cold f."'.asses bohind t he Pu f r ont Gnd t he 
occluded fro'!lt to t he ;1est t c cro-:rd out t~o tongue of Ta a ir aloft b3t ween t hc;r:·: 
is aiding L'1 t he intensification of bot::-1 fro n tal zonE>s :10rth of the c ent er of 
the distnnbance. 
Ttte situc.tion a t 0400 :!!ST on .A:pril 4: shons tha t the co l d. o.ir b eh i nd 
t he Pa front n.nd t hnt beh i nd the occluded front he.vc united . The fact t h o.t Pa 
air has pr obably ponotra t ed i nto t he ·;o.ri.: s..:::ctor of t he c :Jclono is indicc.t eu 
by t he occluded. portion of v1hnt -:1oul d norn~ly be t !lo ·.;a.r n frollt. T!1is is no t 
an occlusion i n t h o or di n <>.r y s ense but ·:;-ill servo t o illustrate t h e fac t t hat 
t he Pa front has pus ied j_ nto the Ta cu.rre!l t . 
The final na.p of t h e ser h:s d.ra·.m for 0800 E3? differs little fror:: 
t hr.t for 0 400 :!!ST exce-:Jt for the a dditio:J.nl stations over t he J..tlantic . Tho 
occluded soction of the '.mr n f r ont ·.rrll u;::.d.oubtcd.ly d.iscpponr C...'1 :1 :J.G.::ti r:. boc o~K1M 
t ::i.e noiT1'1l ·.1arr 1 fro nt of an occlu din3 c:rclonc as t!':e di s t urb'3.nc c coves ea.st..-:u.rd . 
I belivva tha t t :J. is s -..:ries o f ::;.c.ps i s ::.•.n o:;cc0llent i l lustration of t :1.; 
suporiori t y of air rr.ss and front1ll u.,; t hods of TIGc t her c.no.}:{si s over t he older 
one s ba sed upor: t h o :·:ove::!ent of' 3 F i-H3 ·:!::1d IJH7S, ps.rticul r,rly in t he c c.s e of 
is so es s ential . pa-r~re co ~-K dKiKtiK ::ms suer: ~s tjoso ox~Foriencod i n the present co.se 
do r.ot CU' i so instoKnt oKneousl~r i ·0 t h e ~t: ·1Ms~~e:;re I but !::cK~Kr bG g_;.t i ci po.te1 ·.: i t h -..1 
se;ri <.'l s '.?oulu pro •:i-:1 o ,.-, -:mr:lirF · '. s t o ·:Jh:·, t · ~ns to i'c l l o·;· . ':'he o.ftcrnoon 1:1i~p 
( 1600 EST) -:70Uld ccr~rtinl~· l eavcl no doub~ ,_··s t o t l-.o situation ::-,n ''l <Ul fliK~ht P 
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It is needless t o s cl? t h -.:; t::.is muld r~l so appl y t 0 t he r· c;t; ion t o t te north "':Thich 
-:;;ould be overrun by Ta :.d r subaaquentl~r t ee "he 'ii s 'J l nced b;t th0 coll isio;-. of t~1e 
P 0. 01.ir froL t he northeast a11<1 tha Hpc a ir- f ror: t ho -::?est . The nbove co::J.dlusions 
c.r e based upon actual expar i n e:J.ts c :-.rri 3d out b/ t~1e 7Iri tor f or· t lle r egi on 11est 
vf t h5 Rockies thro1..:.gh t he f acilit:es o"!K~ t :1e :te.ster::1 ..',ir R;{pr ess, one of t he 
p ioneer air transport operators of t ha country. Here t!10 o.no.lys es are ::1ore dif-
ficult t han in t he central ~nc easter~ )arts of t he countrJ since t he distinction s 
between air ma sses a re r10re difficult t o <:!. scertni:::J. and t:r.e effects of the topogr aphy 
upon t he air ress properties and upon t i'1e nove:K~ents of t he fronts pl ay a najor 
r ole. Nevert heless, s atisfactor y a~alyses of t~ is t:~e have proved ~racticable 
and follouing the i no.ugur'ltion of t :1esu a othods, !larked i ncreases i n opera tion 
effici cncy have been effec t ed 7ti t hou t sacrif i cin,:; t he rei~cKr:c :-KK b lo record of safe 
oper8.ti on !!laint e.i ned "by t h is line . 
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IV • THE LOS ANGELES STORM OF DECEMBER 30, 1933 TO 
JANUARY 1, 1934. 
by 
Irving P, Krick. 
THE LOS ANGELES STORM OF DECEMBER 30, 19P~ TO JANUARY 1, 1934, 
by Irving P. Krick. 
The synoptic situation during heavy rains 1n the Los Angeles 
Basin during the period Dec. 30, 1933 to Jan 1, 1934 lends itself 
admirably to a discussion of certain fundamental interactions 
between the air masses of the North Pacific Ocean which ordinarily 
yield copious rainfall to the southern California coast. In view of 
the recent adoption by the u.s. Weather Bureau of the recommendations 
of the President's Science Advisory Board urging a more general use 
in this country of air mass and frontal methods of weather analysis 
it is believed that discussions of various synoptic situations of this 
nature may prove valuable to those engaged in the reorganisation program. 
The present paper also attempts to bring out the value of such 
analyses from the standpoint ~ flood control. An accurate anticipation 
of rainfall intensity and duration prior to a storm would prove in-
valuable for the adjustment of water levels in reservoirs to provide 
for expected r~orrK The run-off from the storm considered herein 
was particularly significant in certain localities due to the fact 
that considerable areas in the mountains north of Los Angeles had 
been burned over p7evious to the storm by a brush fire. Although the 
precipitation which followed was not a maximum in these areas the 
tremendous run-off experienced at the base of these mountains led to a 
large loss of life and property in the district. 
The rainfall associated with the storm was not an excessive 
intermittent instability type, but rather a steady moderate to heavy 
warm front type produced by the continuous active over-running of a 
cold mass of air present in the Los Angeles Basin by warm moist 
currents from the Pacific Ocean. As will be seen it is important to 
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consider the ract that more than one mass of air from the Pacific 
partook of this over-running. The rising waters in the canyons 
in the mountains north or Los Angeles which finally swept out over the 
Los Angeles and san Fernando Basins causing the lose of approximately 
forty lives and the destruction of many homes were thus not due to 
scattered cloud-bursts 1n the mountains but to a steady moderate 
rain over the entire area. The precipitation endured ror about 
forty eight hours and on the average amounted to something over ten 
inches most of which fell during the last twenty four hour period 
(see ci~lFK It is interesting to note that areas outside of the Los 
Angeles and San Fernando Basins and their adjacent mountains escaped 
with relatively small amounts. 
To appreciate the apparent local nature of the storm one must 
be familiar with the topographic features of the Los Angeles area. 
The topography of the Pa c i fic Coast plays a major role in all frontal 
and air mass movements in the region and therefore forms an integral 
part of any weather analysis ror the district. Most significant for 
the present discussion are the San Gabriel and Sierra Madre Mountains 
which rise abruptly to t he north of the Los Angeles Basin to an elev-
ation of approximately 1600 meters with peaks exceeding 2800 meters. 
They parallel the entire basin and run roughly from east to west 
(see Fig. 2). This huge mountain mass is capable of limiting the 
advance of any warm front approaching from the south to the portion 
lying above the crest of the ranges by preventing the escape of the 
cold air below. This results in a stationary frontal surface extending 
from the divide southward out over the adjacent Pacific Ocean. If 
the warm current passing up over the frontal surface remains active 
large amounts of precipitation are apt to be recorded in the regions 
south of the mountains below the discontinuity surface, namely 1n the 
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Los Angeles Basin. Such a situation occurs occasionally during the 
winter season, but normally lasts only a short time as most stationary 
warm fronts of this nature are quickly occluded by cold air moving 1n 
from the west. The large amounts of precipitation recorded during the 
storm treated in this paper were due to the extended period occupied 
by the over-running of such a stationary front before a mass of air 
moved into the region which was cold enough to dlaplace the mass in-
itially lying below the warm front surface. The precipitation was 
not all produced by the over-running of one air mass, but by two types, 
namely Tropical Pacific (TP) air in the primary phases of the develoP-
ment and later by Transitional Polar Pacific (Nppm) air. The latter 
was by far the more important of the two yielding much greater amounts 
of precipitation at considerably higher intensities . An examination 
of the vertical structure of these two over-running masses will be 
necessary to understand why more precipitation was received from the 
mass of polar origin than from the tropical mass which had a much 
higher moisture content. 
The duration of the storm was caused largely by the warm front 
nature of the initial occlusion which occurred along the southern 
California coast. Occlusions of this nature are infrequent as far 
south as Los Angeles and in the present case resulted from the very 
long trajectory of the Nppm air behind the front over the low latitudes 
of the North Pacific Ocean. This extended journey far to the south 
rendered the air as warm and moist as Tp in ita lowest levels. The 
occurence of this type occlusion meant a continued warm front precipita-
tion in the Los Angeles area which was only finally dissipated by the 
arrival of rather fresh Polar Pacific (Pp) air from the north, a mass 
cold enough to displace the air originally below the stationary warm 
front surface . It is interesting to note that most of the rainfall 
accompanying the storm occurred after this initial occlusion, or in 
-~ 
other words from over-running Nppm air rather tham from Tp. Tbe 
transition from a ligh t rain associated with the passage of Tp air over 
the warm front surface prior to the occlusion to a moderate or heavy 
rain from over-running Nppm air after occlusion was quite distinct. 
This may be noted as an inflection occurring on t he morning of Dec. 
31 on the cumulative rainfall curves marking an increase in the intensity 
of the precipitation. The difference in vertical structure of the two 
over-running air masses is almost entirely responsible for this transi-
tion. Further investigation has shown that moat of the heavy warm 
front type rains occurring in the region are due to the presence of 
Nppm air above warm front surfaces rather than true Tp. From surface 
observations alone the two masses appear to be entirely analogous, 
however upper air data indicate significant differences, both in 
moisture and temperature distribution which affect the relative stab-
ility of the two masses. These variations may be best appreciated 
perhaps by the use of an equivalent potential temperature diagram. 
The curves s hown 1n Fig. 3 were plotted from all upper air data avail-
able from San Diego during the winter 1933-1934 in which flights in 
Nppm and Tp masses analagous to those considered herein were made. San 
Diego is located on the coast about one hundred and twenty miles south-
east of Los Angeles. In this short distance no appreciable differences 
in similar air masses would appear so we may consider these data as 
representative of these masses in the vicinity of Los Angeles. 
The base chart is a modification of the equivalent potential 
1) 
temperature diagram developed by Rossby and provides a means of 
determining the degree of instabi lity of an air mass from the standpoint 
of moisture as well as temperature distribution. Ordinates represent 
----------------------------------------------------------------------1) Rossby, c. G. Thermodynamics applied to air mass analysis. 
Mass. Inat. of Tech. Met. Papers, Vol. ~K No. 3· 
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potential temperat ures of the dry air, usually termed the part i al 
pot ential temperat ure , ed, a conserva t ive air mass property in the 
absence of condensation or evaporat i on. It may be expressed by the 
(: \0 .288 
formula: ad:qy1g~oF wher e Tis the air temperature in absolute 
degrees and pd is the partial pressure of the dry air. Abscissae 
represent constant equivalent potential temperatures, eE, a conser-
vative air mass llr operty f or pseudo-adiabatic convection. It may be 
~ • lo-3 
written: ei=ede P o where e is the base of the natural loga~ithmsI 
r is the latent heat of condensation , W is the mixing ratio expressed 
in grams per kilogram, cp is the specific heat of air at constant 
pressure and T is the temperature at the condensation level. The solid 
J 
sloping lines represent water vapor content, W, expressed in grams per 
kilogram of dry air. This is also a conservat ive air mass property 
in the absence of condensation or evaporation. It may be expressed as : 
W:622 ~ where Pw is the water vapor pres~re and pd the partial 
pd 
pressure of the dry air . The dotted lines on the diagram are isobars 
representing partial pressures of dr y air at condensation levels and 
facilitate the calculation of the amount of lifting necessary to sat-
urate any g iven layer within the mass. In cases of conditional instab-
ility, as we shall find exists in the Nppm air of the present case, 
this is the lifting necessary to produc e absolute instability within 
the layer brought to saturation, and provides a valuable aid to the 
forecaster in anticipating the amount of precipitation to expect 
from warm front rain produced by such a mass . Curves on the d iagram 
ward 
sloping upward to/the left s how a decrease with elevation of 9~ an 
indication of conditional instability. Those sloping upward toward 
the right denot e absolute stability while curves with constant eE 
represent air masses which will reoain in equilibrium under pseudo-
adiabatic convection. One oan readily see from Fig. 3 that the Nppm 
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is characterised by a marked potential instability while the Tp is 
means 
quite stable. This/that free convection will never begin in the Tp 
air, but will tend to take place in the Nppm air as soon as saturation 
is reached . The curves in each case represent a layer of air four 
kilometers in thickness. The numbers to the left of the various 
portions of the curves denote the amount of lifting in meters nec-
essary to saturate the entire portion of the curve in question. In 
t his case strata onekilometer in thickness have been chosen. The 
numbers to the right indicate the change in eE between the extremities 
of the various layers , a positive value being an increase and a negative 
value a decrease. The higher the negative value the greater the 
degree of conditional instability and vic• versa . In l~ers having 
significant decreases of eE we need only to 11ft the layer to saturation 
and free convection may begin. In the case of the Nppm air we can see 
that the lower kilometer is practically saturated only a few meters 
lifting being necessary to saturate it throughout. This is the result 
of a steep lapse rate thr oughout the layer. This condition coupled with 
the instability indicated by a decrease of 7°0. in eE for the layer 
points to a high degree of potential instability. In fact with a rise 
of 560 meters a layer 3 kms in thickness will become absolutely un-
stable and free convection is 1 easxily provoked within the mass. This 
lifting is easily accomplished in the over-running of the stationary 
warm front surface above the Los Angeles Basin. Consequently large 
amounts of precipitation may be expected from the c~ntinued passage 
of this unstable mass up over this discontinuity surface. 
In the Tp air we find high water vapor content throughout and see 
that a rise of 600 meters will saturate the entire four ~layerK 
However, the la7er from the one km. to the three km. level is ab-
solutely stable and only slight conditional instability may be noted 
in the remaining layers. This condition prevents any free convection 
-~ 
within the mass even after saturation and leads only to light rain 
in the event of lifting by passage up the warm front surface. 
As may be noted from the diagram eE is about the same for the 
two masses at the surface. This causes difficulty in differentiating 
between them from surface observations except when the trajectories 
of the two are known. It is this difference in the life history 
of the masses which is responsible for their totally dissimilar vertical 
structure. At the four kilometer level there is a difference 1n eE 
of about 13° c. between the masses which is due both to the higher 
moisture content and the higher temperature of the Tp air at that 
level. The trajectory of the Nppm air has carried it far south over 
the North Pacific, as mentioned above, causing it to absorb large 
amounts of heat and moisture and giving to it the appearance of true 
Tp air at the surface. However, its movement has been sufficiently 
rapid to prevent much transport of heat and moisture to the upper 
levels leaving them characteristically cold and dry, but establishing 
steep lapse rates in the lower levels. The difference in moisture 
content at the four kilometer level is particularly noticeable amount-
ing to about 3 g/kg. The Tp air has had a long sojourn over the warm 
waters of the lower latitudes of the North Pacific and has therefore 
practically reached equilibrium with respect to the surface becoming 
quite moist throughout and acquiring a stable lapse rate, particularly 
in the lower levels, under the influence of subsidence affects in the 
Pacific anticyclone. 
In order to follow the development of the storm in question 
synoptic charts have been included for the perlod 5:00 AM PST Dec. 
29, 1933 to 5:00 AM PST Jan 2, 1934. Each barb on the wind arrows 
represents approximately one unit on the Beaufort scale. The prin-
cipal fronts are indicated as ~ollows; warm fronts by solid red 
lines, cold fronts by solid white lines, warm front type occlusions 
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by dotted red lines and cold front type occlusions by dotted white 
lines. The symbols adjacent to the fronts indicate the recent 
life history of the various air masses i nvolved. The symbol 
consists of a two letter element indicating the polar of tropical 
origin of the mass and the local source region, thus Pp indicates 
polar air originating over the high latitudes of the North Pacific 
Ocean. An air mass symbol preceded by 'he letter 11 N''_ denotes a 
mass which has been appreciably modified since migrating from its 
source region. The continental or maritime nature of this trans-
i tion is usually included in the symbol by following the original 
two letter element with a no" or an 11 m11 • Shaded areas on the charts 
represent regions where precipitation is occurring at the time of 
observation. 
The presence of Tp air off the California coast is shown on 
firs'l 
the/map of the series depicting conditions at 5:00 AM on Friday 
Dec. 29, 1933 (Fig. 4). A warm front can be noted extending 
roughly parallel to the coast and separating the Tp air from the 
colder Npp air occupying the continental areas to the east. Tb 
the west lies an Nppm cold front which has caused a warm front 
type occlusion along the coast north of the Tp air by virtue 
of its greater warmth than the Npp air over the land areas. The 
front extending northeastward over Oregon and washington from the 
northern tip of the Tp air is tbe upper front associated with the 
warm front type occlusion lying off-shore and has no particular 
significance in the further development of the situation. It is 
therefore dropped from subsequent charts. The Pp cold front farther 
west will displace the warm front type occlusion upon moving 
eastward transforming it into a cold front type which will move 
in over Oregon and Washington. 
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The progress of the Tp warm front is baing effectively blocked 
by the high mount a 1n ranges paralleling the coast and it 1s producing 
considerable precipitation over northern California. The Nppm 
cold front to the west will continue to move eastward causing a 
southward extension of the warm front type occlusion along the Cal-
ifornia coast. The air behind this front bas the structure of the 
Nppm air described above owing to a migration far south over the 
Pacific Ocean. The instability of this mass is responsible for 
the large amounts of precipitation recorded in the Los Angeles 
11 
area for upon r~hing tl:E region it is obliged to over-run the 
colder Npp air occupying the Los Angeles Basin. 
By 5:00 AM the following morning (Ftg. 5) the Tp warm front 
bad extended its influence to southern California, occasional 
light rain already being reported at some of the mountain stations 
in the vicinity of Los Angeles. The Nppm cold front to the west 
is moving rather slowly owing to the weak gradients existing over 
the ocean. Of considerable importance is the rather open wave 
disturbance about one thousand miles off-shore occurring between 
Ntp air to the south and Pp air to the north. The eastward proP-
agation of this system will cause considerable alteration 1n the 
form of the fronts lying off the Pacific Coast and will strengthen 
the pressure gradients in the region causing a more active over-
running of the Tp warm front surface and a much more rapid movement 
of the Nppm cold front. The Pp air behind the cold front of this 
wave disturbance is of particular significance since it is this air 
which finally reaches the Los Ange·las Basin and is capable of 
displacing the rather cold Npp air which now occupies it. The 
effect of the mountains of southern California upon the frontal 
system of the storm is perhaps made clearer by the approximately 
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~s vertical cross-sections through the fronts shown 1n Fig. 11 . 
The upper diagram illustrates the present stage in the development 
with cold Npp air below the frontal surface, warm Tp air above 
i t and the discontinuity itself resting upon the crest of the 
Sierra Madre Mountains. The warm front at the surface lies about 
160 kms. south of the crest of the ranges since the divide is 
approximately 1.6 kms. in height and the slope of the frontal 
surface of the order of 1/100. The rainfall recorded in the 
Los Angeles Basin during the next twenty-four hours amounted to 
only about 0.6 in. although it was of the steady warm fm nt t ype. 
This is due in part to the weak pressure gradients fo r cing the 
Tp air up over the warm fr ont surface, but more to the stability 
of the Tp mass itself since no free convection can take place 
within the mass even after saturation has been attained. 
The synoptic chart for 5:00 AM Sunday Deo. 3l,(Fig. 6) shows 
t he changes wrought in the frontal system lying off the California 
coast provoked by the approach of the disturbance from the west. 
The most significant affect which it has produced is the incr ease 
in the pressure gradients in coastal areas. This will cause a 
more active over-running of the Tp warm front and will accelerate 
t he formation of a warm front type occlusion along the southern 
California coast with the more rapid movement eastward and north-
eastward of the Nppm front. After occlusion the movement of the 
Nppm air over the initial warm front surface will give rise to an 
increase in the ·intensity of the rainfall in the regions below this 
discontinuity b; virtue of the instability produced within this 
mass by resultant lifting. Shortly before noon an inflection 1n 
the cum ulative rainfall curves for t he storm (Fig. 1) indicates 
t he pre sence of t he Nppm air over the Los Angeles area producing 
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a n increase in the intensity of the r ainfall. The center cross-
section in Fig. 11 illustrates the influx of the Nppm air 
over the Los Angeles Basin on Sunday morning. It is obliged 
to slide up over the colder a i r occupyi ng the region thus producing 
the warm front type occludion which continues to lie off-shore as 
shown in the figure. A glance at the 5:00 AM map (Fig. 6) shows 
that the isobars in the •icinity of southern California are 
roughly normal to the Sierra Madre ranges. This fact coupled with 
the orientation of the warm front parallel to the ranges causes a 
to occur 
maximum lifting of the air/over the Los Angeles Basin. Farther 
south in the vicinity of San Diego very little precipitation was 
recor ded because the motion of the air above the warm front surface 
wa s practically parallel to the front or showed very small component s 
normal to it. The Pp air is now in a position to move down the 
California coast in accordance with the pressure gradients established 
by the present configuration. 
Due to the greater activity now present subsequent maps are 
drawn for twelve hour intervals rather than twenty four . The 5:00 PM 
map for Dec. 31 (Fig. 7) shows the warm front type occlusion which 
bas taken place along the southern California coast as explained 
above. The situation indicates a continuation of the rainfall in 
the Los Angeles area. Rat her interesting is the appearance of a 
precipitation area over southern Utah indicating regeneration of 
the portion of the warm f r ont surface which passed above the crest 
of the Sierra Madres. This also verifies the assumption that 
maximum over-running of the warm front by the Nppm air is taking 
place in that direction. The pressure gradients favor a continued 
r a pid movement of the cold Pp air lying to the northwest which by 
the format ion of a cold fr ont type occlusion upon moving down the 
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California coast will f inally arrive at the surface 1n the Los 
Angeles area breaking up the steady rain. 
On the following morning (Fig. 8) the Pp air is seen to lie 
only a short distance to the north of the area. It has actually 
moved in over portions of northern California near the coast. This 
is possible on account of the cold front nature of the ocd usion 
and indicates that a similar condition may be expected upon the 
arrival of the Pp current over southern California. I t will soon 
fill the Los Angeles Basin displacing the air present there which 
is now largely a mixture of the unstable Nppm and the original 
colder Npp thus bring to a close the heavy precipitation. During 
the morning the steady rain broke up into showers denoting t he 
approach of the Pp air. Tbe bottom cross-section on Fig. 11 
indicates the nature of the conditions leading to the dissipation 
of the storm. The Pp air may be seen moving into the Los Angeles 
area at the surface and displacing the old Npp air which has 
occupied it for so long. (Fig. 9) 
The chart constructed for 5: 00 PM of this day/shows the 
spreading of the Pp current over the Great Basin region as well 
as its continued movement down the California aoast . Los Angeles 
by this time is only partly cloudy and all rain has ceased. The 
for the storm 
only appreciable precipitation recorded at San Diego/occurred 
during the night at the Pp frontal passage. 
The final map of the series based upon 5:00 AM observations 
Tuesday Jan 2, 1934 (Fig. 10) shows a remnant of the Pp front 
over Arizona and Utah with clear weather everywhere to the west in 
the Pp current which has been quickly stabilised by radiation 
affects over the continent during the night. 
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Perhapa the moat important p·oint brought o·ut by the present 
study is the value of reliable upper air information in determining 
the structure of interacting air masses. This enables the forecaster 
to not only anticipate weather changes with a high degree of 
accuracy, but also makes it possible to predict in moat cases 
duration and intensity of rainfall. This latter element is of 
particular importance in the Los Angeles area where considerable 
run-off accompanies any storm of major consequence. Water is 
very precious in the region and lowering the levels in reservoirs 
in anticipation of a severe storm is a rat her dubious procedure 
unless the expected rainfall is forthcoming. However if accurate 
knowledge of rainfall auration and intensity is known prior to a 
storm such precautions may be taken to reduce the flood hazard to 
a minimum. In the present case such advance information would have 
undoubtedly prevented considerable loss of life and property. 
